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a b s t r a c t

The coupled hydro-aero-elastic response and fatigue loads of a bottom-supported offshore wind turbine
under different wind conditions and for different wave modeling assumptions is the subject of this study.
Nonlinear modeling of hydrodynamic forcing can bring about resonant vibrations of the tower leading to
significant stress amplitude cycles. A comparison between linear and fully nonlinear wave models is
presented, with consideration for different accompanying mean wind speeds and turbulence intensities.
Hydrodynamic and aerodynamic loads acting on the support structure and on the rotor of a 5-MW wind
turbine are modeled in a fully coupled hydro-aero-elastic solver. A key finding is that when the turbine is
in a parked state, the widely used linear wave modeling approach significantly underestimates fatigue
loads. On the other hand, when the wind turbine is in power production, aerodynamic loads are
dominant and the effects due to consideration of nonlinear wave kinematics become less important.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A sustained demand for renewable energy over time has
resulted in an increased need for greater investment in offshore
wind energy generation and possibly larger turbines. The
increasing sensitivity of taller towers and lighter, more flexible
blades to the coupled wind-wave dynamic excitation requires more
careful numerical modeling to guarantee safe and economic de-
signs. In an earlier study, Marino et al. [1] introduced an efficient
computational scheme based on a domain decomposition strategy
that is able to accurately describe nonlinear hydrodynamic loads
exerted on offshore wind turbines exposed to severe environ-
mental conditions. In contrast to more complex domain decom-
position methods, e.g., Paulsen et al. [2], the numerical model in
Marino et al. [1] is based purely on potential flow theory and per-
mits representation of any degree of nonlinearity, even up to the
extreme case of breaking waves [3e5]. It was also shown [6] that
consideration of nonlinear wave kinematics in the study of wind
turbine extreme loads has different influences depending on the
operational state of the turbine. It was demonstrated that in a
parked state, resonant vibrations at the fundamental frequency of
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the tower are induced by the interaction of the structure with steep
waves [7]; these phenomena, however, are suppressed by aero-
dynamic damping when the turbine is in a power-production state.
Resonant hydro-elastic response associated with both non-
breaking and breaking nonlinear waves may interact with the
rotor dynamics as well [8]. These various previous studies have led
to a few key findings: in severe sea states, the structural response of
a monopile-supported offshore wind turbine is greatly under-
estimated when linear wave theory is assumed and, more impor-
tantly, dangerous resonance conditions, such as ringing events
following large and steep waves [9e11], can be captured only when
high-order nonlinear wave contributions are accounted for [1,6e8].
Weakly nonlinear wave models, e.g., second-order waves, can lead
to higher design loads than are obtained with linear wave models
[12,13]; however, as shown elsewhere [14,15], they are often unable
to accurately describe higher-order resonant ringing-like behavior.

The fatigue damage that a turbine tower accumulates depends
directly on the number and amplitude of stress cycles experienced
during its life. Therefore, both the amplification and the increase in
number of tower load cycles, such as those that accompany
resonance-like conditions triggered by nonlinear wave hydrody-
namics discussed above, will affect the assessment of the fatigue
damage [16].

There are only a limited number of studies to date that specif-
ically address the influence of wave modeling on fatigue loads.
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Veldkamp and van der Tempel [17] investigated the sensitivity of
fatigue loads for a monopile-supported offshore wind turbine to
three factors: (i) the shape of thewave spectrum; (ii) assumedwave
kinematics models arising from first-order, second-order and
nonlinear theories; and (iii) inertia and drag coefficients used with
Morison's equation. The main conclusions from that study were
that, for the selected site-specific data set, the JONSWAP spectrum
provided an acceptable representation of the actual wave condi-
tions at least for loads associated with the dominant (first-order)
wave frequency. With regard to the calibration of the inertial term
in Morison's equation, the authors concluded that a value of 2
appeared to be the best choice for the Keulegan-Carpenter (KC)
number considered. While on (i) and (ii), Veldkamp and van der
Tempel [17] provided qualitative and quantitative results, on (ii)
actual fatigue loads associatedwith the different wavemodels were
not computed. In Ref. [18], an irregular second-order wave model
was employed to simulate the dynamic response of a monopile-
supported wind turbine located at a site with a water depth of
25 m. The authors showed that fatigue loads were about 7.5%
greater than with linear wave models and they also pointed out
that fatigue damage with second-order waves was even more
greatly enhanced when the waves were orthogonal to the wind;
this emphasizes the role of wind-wave misalignment. They attrib-
uted this greater influence of nonlinear wave modeling to the fact
that reduced aerodynamic damping from the rotor results when
wind and waves are not aligned. We concur with this finding and
with similar observations made elsewhere [1,6,8,16,19,20]; the
absence of aerodynamic damping also seen in the parked state of
the rotor has the same effect, namely, greater sensitivity of turbine
loads to nonlinear wave modeling assumptions.

Additional studies related to fatigue loads on offshore wind
turbines supported by monopiles, tripods or jacket platforms have
been presented in a number of papers. These studies employed
time-domain as well as frequency-domain methods (see
Refs. [21,22] for a comparison of the use of the two methods) to
calculate fatigue loads. The performance of different spectral
models and guidance to their selectionwas discussed in Ref. [23]. A
more efficient time-domain approach was presented in Ref. [24].
Probabilistic fatigue analysis and reliability-based approaches have
been discussed in Refs. [25e28]. In Ref. [29], a new method that
considers wind-wave correlation for the determination of fatigue
design loads was proposed. The effect of wind directionality was
investigated in Ref. [30]. In Refs. [31,32], the variability in site
conditions and their influence on fatigue loads in turbines sited in
large wind farms was studied. Fatigue loads as a function of at-
mospheric stability were studied in Ref. [33]. Corrosion-related
fatigue for offshorewind turbines was addressed in Refs. [27,34,35].

There is only one study available in the literature performed in
2012 by Schløer et al. [36] which specifically addressed the effects
of fully nonlinear waves on the fatigue life of an offshore wind
turbine. The same monopile-supported wind turbine analyzed in
the present paper was investigatedwith awater depth of 40m. Five
representative sea states with different significant wave heights
were considered and two wind-wave combinations were used in
the aeroelastic computations: the first involved a steady uniform
wind with low wind speed maintained the same for all five sea
states, while the second involved turbulent wind and a wind speed
consistent with the changing significant wave height in the five sea
states. The main conclusion was that both ringing-like excitations
and equivalent fatigue damage caused by the nonlinear wave
forcing were only significant at low wind speeds when the aero-
dynamic damping is low.

Based on the brief literature review summarized above, it ap-
pears that the selection of alternative wave kinematics models has
been investigated in a rather limited number of prior studies,
where at most weakly nonlinear models have been considered.
Fully nonlinear waves have been employed only in Refs. [36] and
[16]. There is a noted lack of investigations aimed at assessing the
sensitivity of fatigue loads to fully nonlinear wave models and on
how this sensitivity varies when understood in combination with
different wind conditions. Motivated by the important results
presented in Refs. [6,16,36], the objective of the present work is to
perform a more comprehensive comparative study of fatigue loads
using linear (L) and fully nonlinear (FNL) wave models and to
investigate the sensitivity of the estimated fatigue loads to different
mean wind speeds and turbulence intensity levels. In order to gain
a deeper understanding of the role of aerodynamic damping in the
assessment of fatigue loads, both parked and power-production
turbine states as well as some reference base conditions, such as
the wind-only and wave-only loading cases plus one with blade
degrees of freedom suppressed are considered.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review
the main features of the global solver and then describe the wind
and wave loading models as well as the methodology used for the
fatigue damage assessment. In Section 3, results in the time and
frequency domains are discussed for both parked and power-
production turbine states. Finally, in Section 4, we draw the main
conclusions of the present study.

2. Methodology

The overall computational framework is based on a coupling
between the aero-servo-elastic software FAST [37] with a hydro-
dynamics module developed in Refs. [1,3]. The global solver is
based on a combined modal and multibody dynamics formulation
to model the rigid and flexible bodies comprising the complete
system. Flexible beam elements, suitably described in terms of
generalized coordinates and a linear modal representation
(assuming small deflections), are used to describe the two flapwise
bendingmodes and one edgewise bendingmode for each blade and
the two fore-aft and two side-side bending modes for the tower.

2.1. Wind model

Full-field three-component turbulent wind fields are generated
by means of the NREL software, TurbSim [38]. A normal turbulence
model (NTM) is assumed, as defined in the IEC 61400-1 standard
[39]. All the three turbulence categories, A, B, and C (with reference
turbulence intensity levels of 0.16, 0.14 and 0.12, respectively) are
considered. Kaimal power spectra and an exponential coherence
model for longitudinal turbulence are employed to describe the
inflow velocity field over the rotor plane. A computational grid
vertical plane covering an area equal to 140 � 140 square meters
with 15 � 15 points centered at the turbine hub is used. This
domain and grid resolution allow an optimal compromise between
accuracy and computational effort [40]. The mean wind profile is
specified using a power-law format with a wind shear exponent of
0.2. Wind forces are calculated using AeroDyn, which is based on
the Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory [41,42].

2.2. Nonlinear wave model

To save computational time, thewave kinematicsmodel is based
on the domain-decomposition strategy proposed in Ref. [1]. Ac-
cording to this model, the fully nonlinear (FNL) governing equa-
tions representing the gravity waves are solved only on special sub-
domains where nonlinearities arise.

Once a significant wave height and peak spectral period are
assigned for a specific sea state, an irregular sea is first generated in
the time domain using a Fourier-based spectral approach. A zero-
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crossing analysis of the sea surface elevation at the wind turbine
location permits identification of those time instants at which
nonlinear waves are expected. Such time instants are estimated
under the linear wave theory assumption d namely, first the wave
periods and wave heights are extracted from the wave elevation
time series, then the dispersion relation enables computation of
wave numbers and wavelengths corresponding to the detected
wave periods. The local steepness of each wave component can be
computed and compared with a critical threshold. The time instant
at which such a critical steepness is exceeded (see Eq. (1) of [1])
represents the temporal center of the sub-domain. Each of these
identified time instants, along with the spatial location of the wind
turbine, defines a time-space sub-domain on which the FNL gov-
erning equations are solved. Potential flow theory is assumed and
the resulting Laplace equation with associated nonlinear free-
surface boundary conditions is solved by means of a second-order
boundary element method. Time-step integration is performed by
means of a 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The free-surface time-
dependent potential problem is solved by means of a two-step
mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian scheme.

At the end sections of the spatial sub-domains, linear wave
theory for the wave kinematics is used to enforce boundary con-
ditions for the FNL solver; similarly, for each temporal sub-domain,
linear wave kinematics are used to initialize the numerical solver.
The transition from the linear to the nonlinear solution (and vice
versa) is handled with ramp functions and plays a crucial role in the
accuracy of the proposed computational scheme. To ensure that the
nonlinear evolution of the wave field is correct and representative
Fig. 1. One-hour time series of the hub-height longitudinal wind velocity (for a mean wind
bending moment, and tower-top fore-aft deflection. Linear (dashed line) and nonlinear (so
of a steep irregular wave, several studies have been performed in
previous works and are briefly recalled here. In Ref. [1], the tuning
of the ramp function parameters was performed by comparing the
numerical solution with the exact Stokes solution for the regular
wave case. Additional tests performed in Refs. [1,6] consisted in
comparing the solution obtained with the proposed domain
decomposition scheme with that obtained without any domain
decomposition d that is, the numerical solution is used over the
whole space-time domain. By assuming the latter as a reference
solution, results showed that the domain-decomposition solution
was able to predict the reference solution with an error of 1.1%,
while saving 88.5% of the computational time. We refer to earlier
studies [1,3,6] and references therein for a comprehensive
description and validation of the numerical wave solver.

Long-crested irregular waves are generated using the JONSWAP
spectrum and hydrodynamic forces for the selected monopile-
supported 5-MW turbine are calculated using Morison's equation
[43].When linear kinematics is used, the solution at the free surface
is obtained using constant stretching, which means that the same
kinematics at z ¼ 0 are assumed to apply up to the free surface.

2.3. Fatigue load assessment

We compute fatigue damage for each simulated load time series
using the well-known Miner's rule and S-N curves for damage
accumulation [16,21]. TheW€ohler exponent is taken to be 3 (for the
turbine tower welded steel). Estimations of damage depend on
simulated variable-amplitude load cycles and are carried out in the
speed of 24 m/s), wave elevation, tower base fore-aft shear force, tower base fore-aft
lid line) responses are compared. The turbine is in a parked state.
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time domain using Rainflow Cycle-Counting (RCC). We use the
concept of a “damage-equivalent load” (DEL) defined as the
constant-amplitude stress range which, over a fixed number of
cycles N* (the same for all the time series to be compared), causes
the same amount of damage as the original variable-amplitude
stress time series. The DEL is related to the actual damage, D,
such that DELmN* ¼ D; in all the simulations, we used N* ¼ 1000.
Effectively, our choice of N* suggests that DEL will represent the
constant amplitude of 3.6-sec load cycles (or 0.28-Hz load cycles).

The total damage due to an irregular loading is calculated by
simply adding up the increments in damage due to each stress
cycle; this can then be used in a total life calculation. Nomemory or
sequence effects are considered (i.e., the increment in damage
manifested, say, in crack growth depends only on the current
applied stress range and crack dimensions, and not on past
loading). This is an approximation but Miner's rule is customarily
used for wind turbine fatigue loads evaluation when simulation is
involved. The application of more advanced damage accumulation
theories capable of accounting for the continuous deterioration of
material properties under cyclic loading is postponed to future
studies.

2.4. The FINO site environmental conditions

Probability distributions for parameters related to the wind and
wave environment are based on data from the research platform
Forschungplattformen in Nord-und Ostsee (FINO) [44]. The
selected platform is located in the German Bight at 54� 0.860N, 6�

35.260S, about 45 km north of the Island of Borkum in the North
Fig. 2. Time series of the hub-height longitudinal wind velocity (for a mean wind speed of
moment, and tower-top fore-aft deflection. Linear (dashed line) and nonlinear (solid line)
Sea.
The 10-min hub-height wind speed is given by a Weibull dis-

tribution as follows:

FðuÞ ¼ PðU <uÞ ¼ 1� exp
�
�
�u
a

�c�
(1)

where a ¼ 11.789 m/s and c ¼ 2.310. This mean wind speed dis-
tribution is used for time-domain simulations of full wind velocity
fields over a duration of 1 h. The significant wave height and zero-
crossing wave period, for the simulations, are taken at their con-
ditional expected values, given U.

The 1-h significant wave height, Hs, conditional on U, is given by
a Weibull distribution as follows:

FðHjuÞ ¼ PðHs <hjU ¼ uÞ ¼ 1� exp

"
�
�

h
ahðuÞ

�chðuÞ
#

(2)

where ahðuÞ ¼ 0:7704þ 0:01304u1:7696 (in meters) and
chðuÞ ¼ 1:535þ 0:01304u.

Additional details related to the conditional expected values of
the significant wave height and spectral period (given U) are given
in Refs. [7,20].

2.5. The 5-MW wind turbine reference model

In this study, the NREL 5-MW baseline wind turbine model [45]
is used for all the simulations. This model was originally developed
to support concept studies aimed at the evaluation of various
24 m/s), wave elevation, tower base fore-aft shear force, tower base fore-aft bending
responses are compared. The turbine is in a parked state. Close-up of event 1.
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offshore wind turbine designs. The turbine is a variable-speed,
collective pitch-controlled machine with a rated rotor speed of
12.1 rpm; its rated wind speed is 11.4 m/s. It has a hub height of
90 m above the mean sea level, and a rotor diameter of 126 m. It is
assumed to be sited in 20 m of water; it has a monopile support
structure of 6 m diameter, which is assumed to be rigidly connected
to the seabed.

3. Time-domain simulations and results

In this set of numerical results, we focus on the effects that
different wind conditions, represented by different mean wind
Fig. 3. TwrBsMyt: statistics in the case of nonlinear (dashed lines with squares) and linear (s
(red), C (blue). The turbine is in a parked state. (For interpretation of the references to colo
speeds and turbulence intensity levels, have in terms of system
response and fatigue loads when linear or nonlinear wave models
are employed.We discuss results for a casewhere the turbine is in a
parked state, with the rotor idling and the three blades fully pitched
to minimize aerodynamic loads, as well as the results obtained
when the wind turbine is in power production. We consider cases
where the wave conditions are kept the same, while the wind
speed and turbulence intensity levels are changed. The wave con-
ditions are characterized by a significant wave height, Hs, equal to
5.60 m and a wave spectral peak period, Tp, equal to 10.82 s, which
are the conditional mean values of Hs and Tp, for a hub-height wind
speed, U, of 33.43 m/s, which is above the cut-out wind speed.
olid lines with circles) wave kinematics for the three turbulence categories, A (black), B
ur in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 4. Damage-equivalent load (DEL) estimates associated with TwrBsMyt for nonlinear (dashed lines with squares) and linear (solid lines with circles) wave kinematics and
turbulence categories, A (black line), B (red line), C (blue line). The turbine is in a parked state. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.1. Parked state

We consider mean wind speeds from 12 m/s to 32 m/s in in-
crements of 4 m/s. For each meanwind speed, three IEC turbulence
categories d A, B, and C d are considered. Both linear (L) and fully
nonlinear (FNL) wave models are considered for each wind condi-
tion. Thus, a total of 36 simulations are considered. Although wind
speeds below 33.43 m/s in combination with the selected wave
conditions are not very likely to occur, we evaluate all these cases
only because we are interested in understanding differences
stemming from the L and FNL wave modeling on fatigue loads for
all wind speeds. In order to make the results easier to interpret,
even for wind speeds below cut-out, we assume that the turbine is
parked in this first set of simulations. Later, we consider the turbine
in an operating state.
3.1.1. Analysis of the response time series
Fig. 1 shows 1-h time series of the hub-height longitudinal wind

velocity WindVxi for turbulence category A and a hub-height mean
wind speed of 24 m/s; the wave elevation WaveElev (considering L
and FNL waves); and associated turbine tower loads (TwrBsFxt e
tower-base fore-aft shear force, TwrBsMyt e tower-base fore-aft
overturning moment) and deflections (TTDspFA e tower-top fore-
aft displacements). Loads TwrBsFxt and TwrBsMyt are computed at
the monopile base, which is the tower section at the mudline. The
monopile is assumed in this study to be rigidly connected at the
mudline. Because our focus is on wave modeling, we do not eval-
uate the bending moment at the bottom of the seabed within the
soil; this would require a flexible foundation model such as has
been the subject of other studies [46,47]. According to the wave
screening criterion [1], 14 nonlinear events were detected; they
occur at [244; 560; 884; 1004; 1171; 1443; 1606; 1871; 2233; 2865;
3085; 3250; 3401; 3537] s.

During event 1 (shown in Fig. 2), which is the only one discussed
here in detail, the first significant nonlinear wave is observed at
approximatively 222.5 s (within the radius of the temporal sub-
domain centered at 244 s). The passage of this steep wave gener-
ates higher-order loading components (absent in the linear wave
modeling) that trigger resonant vibrations of the tower. It is noted
that, with the passing of this wave, the tower is seen to oscillate at
its fundamental frequency of 0.28 Hz (see the TTDspFA time series
in the bottom panel of Fig. 2). The excitation due to the nonlinear
waves is persistent and it is only around 400 s that the response
damps out and returns to similar levels as that predicted by the
linear wave model. The enhanced response of the tower triggered
by the nonlinear wave contributions is also reflected in the
TwrBsMyt time series, where significantly higher response peaks
compared to the linear wave case are observed. Similar behavior as
in this event is observed in other sub-domains not reported here.
3.1.2. Response statistics and fatigue loads
Statistics of the tower-base fore-aft bending moment

(TwrBsMyt) are presented in Fig. 3. As expected, the mean response
(top panel) grows monotonically with mean wind speed. No sig-
nificant differences in mean response are observed with the
different turbulence categories or between the linear and nonlinear
wave kinematics modeling choices. In contrast, the response
standard deviation (s.d.), see the middle panel of Fig. 3, is about 10%
larger with the fully nonlinear (FNL) wave kinematics compared to
the linear (L) wave kinematics. In both cases, the s.d. values increase
slightly with increasing mean wind speed. The highest turbulence
intensity (category A) brings about a somewhat larger increase in
s.d. at higher mean wind speeds. In general, we observe that the
response s.d. is sensitive to both wind speed and to wave modeling
choice, with nonlinear waves leading to significantly higher s.d.
response levels than linear waves.

The 1-h maximum loads (Fig. 3, bottom panel), computed as the
mean value of the peaks over a selected threshold (equal to 1.4 s.d.),
are up to 15% larger in the casewith FNLwave kinematics compared
to the L wave kinematics case. Since no differences were noted in
the mean response between the L and FNL wave modeling choices,
the difference in the maximum values is fully ascribed to fluctua-
tions in the response d including s.d. effects and increasing non-
linearities and non-Gaussian characteristics d that result from the
nonlinear wave modeling. Finally, we note that turbulence has only
a small effect on the maximum values.

Fig. 4 shows DEL estimates associated with the tower-base fore-
aft bending moment TwrBsMyt. The FNL wave kinematics model



Fig. 5. TwrBsMyt statistics and damage-equivalent load (DEL) estimates compared with the no-wave case considering nonlinear (dashed lines with squares) and linear (solid lines
with circles) wave kinematics and turbulence categories, A (black line), B (red line), C (blue line). The turbine is in a parked state. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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leads to significantly greater fatigue damage compared to what
results from use of the linear wave model. At low wind speeds, the
FNL wave model leads to 17% higher DEL; at higher wind speeds,
these estimate are about 10% higher. At higher turbulence levels, as
expected, higher DEL estimates result. We note that DEL estimates
follow the same trend with wind speed as was the case for the s.d.
response reported in Fig. 3 (middle panel).

Figs. 3 and 4 include results for the reference base case with
waves alone. We see that the aeroelastic interaction of the rotor
blades caused by the presence of turbulent wind, although the
turbine is in a parked state, introduces some damping. In fact, the
response to the FNL waves with no wind is greater than when
turbulent wind is considered. When themeanwind speed becomes
high (say greater than 24m/s), the aeroelastic damping is no longer
large enough to prevent an increase in both the system response
and the DEL. Basically, turbulent wind has two contrasting effects:
it generates aeroelastic damping and it also increases excitation of
the system.

Fig. 5 presents comparisons with the wind-only case. Some
important facts may be noted. First, the mean response is influ-
enced only and directly by the wind since the wave loading process
has a mean value close to zero (except for small contributions due
to the nonlinearities). For this reason, in the top-left panel of Fig. 5,
the windþwave case is very similar to the wind-only case; second,
for the TwrBsMyt standard deviation (s.d.), maximum value (max)
and DEL (see top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right panels of



Fig. 6. Power spectral density functions of TwrBsMyt associated with several wind speeds, turbulence categories A, for nonlinear (dashed lines) and linear (solid lines) wave
kinematics. The turbine is in a parked state.

Fig. 7. Time series of TwrBsMyt PSD at 0.28 Hz. The wind turbine is in a parked state.
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Fig. 5, respectively), the wave influence is much greater than that
due to the wind; finally, the rate of growth of these response sta-
tistics (s.d., max, DEL) is greater in the wind-only case than in the
wind þ wave case. This results from the larger hydrodynamic
damping stemming from wave-structure interaction when waves
are present.

3.1.3. Response power spectral density functions
The power spectral density (PSD) functions of the tower-base

fore-aft bending moment is shown in Fig. 6. In the upper panel,
the two dominant frequencies, namely, the wave frequency of
about 0.09 Hz (wave peak spectral period, Tp ¼ 10.82 s) and the first
tower fore-aft natural frequency of 0.28 Hz are clearly visible.

A close-up of the first spectral peak (middle panel of Fig. 6)
shows no effect associated with turbulence intensity level and that
the nonlinear wave kinematics modeling choice leads to a slightly
lower energy at low frequencies, as expected.



Fig. 8. TwrBsMyt: statistics in the case of nonlinear (dashed lines with squares) and linear (solid lines with circles) wave kinematics for the three turbulence categories A (black), B
(red), C (blue). The turbine is in a power-production state. The cyan curves with ordinate on the right-hand side of each panel indicate the pitch angle variation with mean wind
speed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The response of the structure at the tower fundamental fre-
quency (see bottom panel of Fig. 6) is quite sensitive to the wave
modeling choice as well as to the meanwind speed. It is interesting
to note that the maximum energy occurs around 0.28 Hz at an
intermediate mean wind speed (20 m/s), while at the highest wind
speed (32 m/s), the frequency content of the response is spread
over a wider range of frequencies and reaches lower peaks (see
orange dashed curve in Fig. 6). This appears to be counter-intuitive
since, given the same sea conditions, the higher wind might be
expected to lead to higher excitation. The justification of the
behavior seen lies in the fact that the rotor blades, although parked
with a collective pitch angle of 90�, experience somemotion (under
idling conditions) and some small vibrations. When the meanwind
speed increases, the aeroelastic interactions become greater than at
low wind speeds. The resulting increased damping associated with
the rotor blade vibrations attenuates the PSD peak at 0.28 Hz for the
higher wind speeds. To verify this assertion, consider the gray
dashed curve in Fig. 6. It represents the PSD associated with a wind
speed of 32 m/s, turbulence category A and with all the rotor blade
DOFs suppressed d thus, the rotor effectively behaves like a rigid
body attached to the tower top. The PSD shows that in the absence
of vibrations of the blades, the aerodynamic damping is low so that



Fig. 9. Damage-equivalent load (DEL) estimates associated with TwrBsMyt for nonlinear (dashed lines with squares) and linear (solid lines with circles) wave kinematics and
turbulence categories, A (black line), B (red line), C (blue line). The turbine is in a power-production state. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3
Comparison of DEL estimates for the TwrBsMyt response in parked and power-
production turbine states (where % Diff. equals (DELFNL�DELL)/DELL � 100). Tur-
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the PSD peak at around 0.28 Hz is higher than in the case for the
same wind speed and turbulence intensity but with flexible and
idling blades (compare the orange and gray dashed curves in Fig. 6).

For wind speeds up to 24m/s, wave action dominates; for higher
winds, turbulence leads to excitation of more modes and a greater
spread of the energy around 0.28 Hz is seen.

A key influence of aeroelastic interaction is easily understood by
studying the PSDs (see the green dashed curves in the bottom panel
of Fig. 6) associated with the reference base case consisting of
waves alone. This admittedly unrealistic no-wind loading case has
been added with a view to help better interpret the relative in-
fluences of the wind and nonlinear waves. In the absence of wind,
Table 1
Relevant properties of the wind turbine.

Power rating 5 MW
Rotor type Upwind/3 blades
Rotor diameter 126 (m)
Hub height 90 (m)
Cut-in, rated, cut-out 3, 11.4, 25 (m/s)
Rated rotor speed 12.1 (rpm)
Rotor mass 110,000 (kg)
Nacelle mass 240,000 (kg)
Tower mass 347,460 (kg)

Table 2
Comparison of DEL estimates for the TwrBsMyt response in parked and power-
production turbine states (where % Diff. equals (DELFNL�DELL)/DELL � 100). Tur-
bulence category A.

Turbine config. Parked Power production

Wind speed L FNL % Diff. L FNL % Diff.
12 m/s 2.058e04 2.412e04 þ17.2 3.614e04 3.617e04 þ0.1
14 m/s e e e 3.778e04 3.798e04 þ0.5
16 m/s 2.069e04 2.388e04 þ15.4 3.704e04 3.717e04 þ0.4
18 m/s e e e 3.744e04 3.741e04 �0.1
20 m/s 2.113e04 2.441e04 þ15.5 3.850e04 3.877e04 þ0.7
22 m/s e e e 4.090e04 4.099e04 þ0.2
24 m/s 2.163e04 2.466e04 þ14.0 4.285e04 4.308e04 þ0.5
28 m/s 2.227e04 2.511e04 þ12.8 e e e

32 m/s 2.381e04 2.603e04 þ9.3 e e e
the aeroelastic interactions are minimized and the entire system
experiences minimum damping. It is for this reason that the wave
excitations produce their maximum effect on the overall structural
response.

We discuss power spectra only for turbulence category A
because very similar behavior is observed for the other turbulence
categories.
Table 4
Comparison of DEL estimates for the TwrBsMyt response in parked and power-
production turbine states (where % Diff. equals (DELFNL�DELL)/DELL � 100). Tur-
bulence category C.

Turbine config. Parked Power production

Wind speed L FNL % Diff. L FNL % Diff.
12 m/s 2.057e04 2.405e04 þ16.9 3.166e04 3.183e04 þ0.5
14 m/s e e e 3.107e04 3.145e04 þ1.2
16 m/s 2.052e04 2.366e04 þ15.3 2.996e04 3.024e04 þ0.9
18 m/s e e e 3.029e04 3.049e04 þ0.7
20 m/s 2.070e04 2.395e04 þ15.7 3.126e04 3.153e04 þ0.9
22 m/s e e e 3.295e04 3.309e04 þ0.4
24 m/s 2.095e04 2.416e04 þ15.3 3.428e04 3.460e04 þ0.9
28 m/s 2.132e04 2.415e04 þ13.3 e e e

32 m/s 2.162e04 2.420e04 þ11.9 e e e

bulence category B.

Turbine config. Parked Power production

Wind speed L FNL % Diff. L FNL % Diff.
12 m/s 2.057e04 2.406e04 þ17.0 3.368e04 3.389e04 þ0.6
14 m/s e e e 3.410e04 3.421e04 þ0.3
16 m/s 2.075e04 2.378e04 þ14.6 3.345e04 3.370e04 þ0.7
18 m/s e e e 3.368e04 3.376e04 þ0.2
20 m/s 2.077e04 2.397e04 þ15.4 3.474e04 3.501e04 þ0.8
22 m/s e e e 3.677e04 3.689e04 þ0.3
24 m/s 2.127e04 2.440e04 þ14.7 3.848e04 3.873e04 þ0.6
28 m/s 2.155e04 2.447e04 þ13.5 e e e

32 m/s 2.245e04 2.482e04 þ10.6 e e e



Fig. 10. Power spectral density functions of TwrBsMyt associated with several wind speeds, turbulence category A, for nonlinear (dashed lines) and linear (solid lines) wave ki-
nematics. The turbine is in a power-production state.
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An insight into the tower response around resonance is pro-
vided in Fig. 7, which shows, for selected mean wind speeds, the
time-varying TwrBsMyt PSD ordinate at 0.28 Hz obtained by
applying a moving window on the time series and computing the
power spectra. The figure shows clearly that, whenever nonlinear
waves are indicated (see Fig. 1), the tower bending moment levels
are significantly greater for the FNL case compared with the L case,
regardless of the mean wind speed.
3.2. Power-production state

We consider mean wind speeds from 12 m/s to 24 m/s in in-
crements of 2 m/s. For each meanwind speed, three IEC turbulence
categories d A, B, and C d are considered. The same linear (L) and
fully nonlinear (FNL) waves as for the parked state are considered
for each wind condition. Thus, a total of 42 simulations are
considered.
3.2.1. Response statistics and fatigue loads
Fig. 8 shows statistics of the tower-base fore-aft bending

moment for the turbine in a power-production state. The mean
TwrBsMyt (top panel of Fig. 8) decreases with increasing mean
wind speed. This is due to the blade pitch control that reduces the
overall wind thrust. The mean value of the tower bending moment
is mainly influenced by the wind loading, while a change from L to
FNL wave kinematics has a negligible influence. Moreover, turbu-
lence also does not affect the mean response as is confirmed by the
similar mean response levels at the different turbulence categories
(A, B and C), see top panel of Fig. 8.

The response standard deviation (s.d.) (middle panel of Fig. 8)
suggests virtually no difference between the L and FNL wave ki-
nematics models. This is due to the aeroelastic damping when the
turbine is operating that dissipates the higher-order terms in the
wave kinematics [6]. Concerning the effects of turbulence, the s.d.
response is seen to increase when the turbulence intensity
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increases. At low pitch angles, corresponding to wind speeds be-
tween 12 and 14 m/s, higher turbulence levels tend to increase the
s.d. response; whereas at higher wind speeds, larger pitch angles
(10 deg and higher) are able to mitigate the effects of
increasing turbulence and mean wind speed. For each turbulence
category, the s.d. remains almost constant at the higher wind
speeds up to 24 m/s.

While the blade pitch control is able to reduce the mean
response at all wind speeds, for the extreme response we observe
that the pitch control is effective for meanwinds up to about 16 m/
s; above this level, no reduction of the extreme response results
increasing the pitch angle beyond about 13 deg.

Fig. 9 shows damage-equivalent load (DEL) estimates for the
turbine in a power-production state. For wind speeds in the range
of 12e14 m/s, i.e., at low pitch angles, fatigue loads are influenced
by the mean wind speed and turbulence level and would increase
by greater amounts with no pitch control. At a wind speed of 14 m/
s, greater pitch angles of approximately 10 deg are able to offset the
influence of increasing wind speeds andmitigate fatigue loads such
that lowest DEL levels occur for a wind speed of 16 m/s (pitch angle
of about 15 deg). Further increases in wind speed cannot be
countered by the increase in pitch angle; hence, from 16m/s on, the
increase in wind speed causes fatigue loads to grow at an almost
constant rate with mean wind speed. DEL estimates with the
nonlinear wave kinematics model are slightly higher (about 1%)
than those obtained with the linear wave kinematics.

Figs. 8 and 9 also show the no-waves case. We observe that
waves have no effect on the mean response, whereas they induce
an almost constant shift on the s.d., maximum response and DEL.

A comprehensive report of DEL estimates for different wind
speeds, wave models, and turbine operating conditions is pre-
sented in Tables 2e4, respectively, for turbulence categories, A, B,
and C.

3.2.2. Response power spectral density functions
The power spectral density (PSD) functions of the tower-base

fore-aft bending moment for the power-production case is shown
in Fig. 10. We discuss power spectra only for the turbulence cate-
gory A because very similar behavior is observed for other turbu-
lence categories. At higher winds, the response shows greater
energy at the tower frequency of 0.28 Hz (see bottom panel of
Fig. 10). This suggests greater sensitivity of the tower oscillations as
the mean wind speed increases (see Fig. 9). Finally, we note that at
both the dominant wave frequency and the tower fundamental
frequency the nonlinear wave effects appear to be negligible.

The first tower bending mode, in the case of linear waves, is
excited by the turbulent wind. This has been effectively verified by
including the wind-only simulation case. In fact, it is seen in Fig. 10
that the peak at 0.28 Hz still occurs in the case with no waves.
Fig. 10 emphasizes once more that in the power-production state,
the contribution from waves is not significant.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the influence of selecting between linear and fully
nonlinear wave kinematics models on the dynamic response of a
bottom-supported wind turbine under different wind conditions
has been investigated. The study was undertaken to help identify
those environmental conditions that might require more accurate
wavemodeling in order to accurately assess structural performance
and safety.

The main outcome of the study is that, when the turbine is
parked, the consideration of fully nonlinear wave kinematics has a
significant influence on both the maximum response and on the
associated fatigue damage accumulation at all wind speeds.
Computations for nonlinear versus linear waves suggest an in-
crease in response extreme values of about 15% when going from
linear to nonlinear waves, whereas damage-equivalent fatigue load
increases ranged from 17% at low wind speeds to about 10% at high
wind speeds. It is expected that, in long-term reliability studies,
significant differences (over-predictions) in fatigue life can result if
linear wave models are employed.

Because the differences in fatigue damage that result when one
goes from a linear to a nonlinear wave model are different at
low versus high wind speeds and because these fatigue load dif-
ferences are greater at the more frequently observed lower wind
speeds, it is reasonable to expect that the long-term fatigue reli-
ability is influenced significantly as is the case with the long-term
extreme loads.

In contrast, when the wind turbine is in a power-production
state, the active control system plays a crucial role in limiting
load levels that an increase of wind speed would otherwise cause.
Accounting for nonlinear wave kinematics does not significantly
affect extreme loads that are mainly driven by the wind. It is
observed that a slight increase in damage-equivalent fatigue loads
results with the nonlinear wave kinematics model and, at lowwind
speeds, as the turbulence intensity grows, the loads also increase.
Beyond a mean wind speed of about 16 m/s, fatigue loads grow
monotonically with mean wind speed. As shown in previous
studies, when the turbine is a power-production state, the lower
sensitivity to wave modeling is due to the higher levels of aero-
dynamic damping. However, it is important to note that the wind
and waves are aligned in the present study. Lower damping levels
may result when waves come from a different direction relative to
the wind; then, wave kinematics modeling choices can be more
important. Further studies on the role of nonlinear wave models in
cases of different wind-wave misalignments need to be considered
in the future.
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